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Abstract: A simple Lévy-α stable (SL) model is used to describe the data on elastic pp and pp̄ at 1

low-|t| from SPS energies up to LHC energies. The SL model is demonstrated to describe the data 2

with a strong non-exponential feature in a statistically acceptable manner. The energy dependence of 3

the parameters of the model is determined and analyzed. The Lévy α parameter of the model has an 4

energy-independent value of 1.959 ± 0.002 following from the strong non-exponential behavior of 5

the data. We strengthen the conclusion that the discrepancy between TOTEM and ATLAS elastic pp 6

differential cross section measurements shows up only in the normalization and not in that shape 7

of the distribution of the data as a function of t. The jump in the energy dependence of the slope 8

parameter data around 3-4 GeV, as observed by the TOTEM Collaboartion, is seen also in the SL 9

model analysis of the differential cross section data. 10

Keywords: elastic scattering; proton-proton; proton-antiproton; Lévy-α stable model. 11

1. Introduction 12

In a recent work [1], we formulated the real extended Levy-α stable generalized 13

Bialas-Bzdak (LBB) model as the generalization of the Real extended Bialas-Bzdak (ReBB) 14

model. In the latter model, the assumed quark and diquark constituents of the proton 15

have Gaussian parton distributions and also the distance between these constituents has a 16

Gaussian shape. The Gaussian distribution is the α = 2 special case of the Levy-α stable 17

distribution. The ReBB model gives a statistically acceptable description to the proton- 18

proton (pp) and proton-antiproton (pp̄) elastic scattering data in a limited kinematic range 19

that does not include the low-|t| domain characterized by a strong non-exponential shape. 20

The LBB model with Levy-α stable parton and distance distributions may reproduce the 21

strong non-exponential behavior seen in the low-|t| data. To apply the full LBB model to 22

analyze the data, however, we need to solve the problem of integrating products of two- 23

dimensional Levy-α stable distributions, and access to relatively high computing resources 24

is necessary. As a temporal solution, we introduced approximations that are valid at the 25

low-|t| domain of elastic scattering lading to a simple Levy-α stable (SL) model [1]. We 26

demonstrated that the SL model describes the non-exponential low-|t| differential cross 27

section of pp scattering at 8 TeV in a statistically acceptable manner. The ReBB model does 28

not reproduce this strong non-exponential feature of the data. 29

The SL model gives the following shape to the elastic differential cross section: 30

dσ

dt
(s, t) = a(s)e−|tb(s)|αL(s)/2

, (1)

where αL, a, and b are fit parameters to be determined at a given energy. The parameter 31

a is called the optical point as this is the value of the differential cross section at t = 0. 32

The parameter is the Levy slope parameter and αL is the Levy α parameter. The αL = 2 33
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cease corresponds to a Gaussian impact parameter profile and an exponential differential 34

cross section. In case 0 < αL < 2, the impact parameter profile is Levy-α stable distributed 35

having a long tale and the differential cross section is non-exponential as a function of t. 36

In the framework of the Regge approach, the non-exponential behavior of the elastic 37

differential cross section at ISR [2–4] and later also at TEVATRON and LHC [5–10] was 38

related to the 4m2
π branch point of t-channel scattering amplitude and hence is explained as 39

the manifestation of t-channel unitarity. According to the findings of Refs. [11,12] the low-|t| 40

non-exponential behavior of elastic pp differential cross-section can be a consequence of an 41

interplay between the real parts of the Coulomb and nuclear amplitudes. 42

In this work we use the SL model as defined by Eq. (1) to analyze the low-|t| pp and pp̄ 43

elastic scattering data in the energy range that includes SPS and LHC energies. The details 44

and results of the fits are presented in Sec. 2. The energy dependence of the parameters of 45

the model is determined in Sec. 3. The results are discussed in Sec. 4 and summarized in 46

Sec. 5. 47

2. Fits 48

The fitting procedure was performed by using a χ2 definition which relies on a 49

method developed by the PHENIX Collaboration [13]. This χ2 definition is equivalent to 50

the diagonalization of the covariance matrix of statistical and systematic uncertainties if 51

the experimental errors are separated into three different types: 52

• type a: point-to-point varying uncorrelated systematic and statistical errors; 53

• type b: point-to-point varying and 100% correlated systematic errors; 54

• type c: point-independent, overall correlated systematic uncertainties, that scale all 55

the data points up and down by the same factor. 56

We categorized the available experimental uncertainties into these three types as follows: 57

horizontal and vertical t-dependent statistical errors (type a), horizontal and vertical t- 58

dependent systematic errors (type b), and overall normalization uncertainties (type c). The 59

χ2 function used in the fitting procedure is: 60

χ2 =

(
N

∑
i=1

(di + ϵbσ̃bi + ϵcσcdi − mi)
2

σ̃2
i

)
+ ϵ2

b + ϵ2
c , (2)

where 61

σ̃2
i = σ̃ai

(
di + ϵbσ̃bi + ϵcσcdi

di

)
, (3)

62

σ̃ki =
√

σ2
ki + (d′iδkti)2, k ∈ {a, b}, d′(ti) =

di+1 − di
ti+1 − ti

, (4)

N is the number of fitted data points, di is the ith measured data point and mi is the 63

corresponding value calculated from the model; σki is the type k ∈ {a, b} error of the data 64

point i, σc is the type c overall error given in percents, d′ij denotes the numerical derivative 65

in point ti with errors of type k ∈ {a, b}, denoted as δkti; ϵl is the correlation coefficient 66

for type l ∈ {b, c} error. These correlation coefficients are fitted to the data and must be 67

considered as both free parameters and data points not altering the number of degrees of 68

freedom. The χ2 definition, Eq. (2), was utilized and further detailed in Ref. [14]. 69

The SL model was fitted using the above detailed χ2 definition, Eq. (2), to all the 70

available pp and pp̄ differential cross-section data in the kinematic range of 0.546 TeV 71

≤
√

s ≤ 13 TeV and 0.02 GeV2 ≤ −t ≤ 0.15 GeV2. This means 11 different data sets. The 72

values of the parameters of the model at different energies as well as the confidence levels 73

of the fits and the data sources are shown in Table 1. One can see that the confidence level 74

(CL) values range from 8.8% to 96% implying that the SL model represents the data in a 75

statistically acceptable manner. We regard a fit by a model to be a statistically acceptable 76

description in case 0.1 % ≤ CL < 99.9 %. 77
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√
s [GeV] data from αL a [mb/GeV2] b [GeV−2] CL (%)

546 UA4 [15] 1.93 ± 0.09 209 ± 15 15.8 ± 0.9 18.1
1800 E-710 [16] 2.0 ± 1.5 270 ± 24 16.2 ± 0.2 77.1
2760 TOTEM [17] 1.6 ± 0.3 637 ± 25 28 ± 11 20.5
7000 TOTEM [18] 1.95 ± 0.01 535 ± 30 20.5 ± 0.2 8.8
7000 ATLAS [19] 1.97 ± 0.01 463 ± 13 19.8 ± 0.2 96.0
8000 TOTEM [20] 1.955 ± 0.005 566 ± 31 20.09 ± 0.08 43.9
8000 TOTEM [21] 1.90 ± 0.03 582 ± 33 20.9 ± 0.4 19.6
8000 ATLAS [22] 1.97 ± 0.01 480 ± 11 19.9 ± 0.1 55.8

13000 TOTEM [23] 1.959 ± 0.006 677 ± 36 20.99 ± 0.08 76.5
13000 TOTEM [24] 1.958 ± 0.003 648 ± 95 21.06 ± 0.05 89.1
13000 ATLAS [25] 1.968 ± 0.006 569 ± 17 20.84 ± 0.07 29.7

Table 1. The values of the parameters of the SL model at different energies from half TeV up to 13
TeV. The last column shows the confidence level of the fit to that date at different energies.

3. Energy dependence 78

Using the values of the parameters of the model at different energies given in Tab. 1, 79

we determined the energy dependence of these parameters. 80

Table 1 indicates that the TOTEM datasets at
√

s = 2.76, 7, 8 and 13 TeV, as well as the 81

ATLAS dataset at
√

s = 2.76 feature a strongly non-exponential shape with αL significantly 82

less than 2. The other datasets provide a less precise value for this Levy exponent. 83

The αL(s) parameters can be fitted with an energy independent constant αL value, as 84

shown in Fig. 1. This average, constant value of the αL parameter is consistent with all 85

the measurements, with αL = 1.959 ± 0.002. Although this average value is close to the 86

Gaussian αL = 2 case, that corresponds to an exponentially shaped cone of the differential 87

cross section of elastic scattering, its error is small and thus the constant value of is αL 88

significantly less than 2, indicating that a strongly non-exponential SL model is consistent 89

with all the datasets shown in Table 1. 90
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Figure 1. The values of the αL parameter of the SL model at different energies from half TeV up to
13 TeV. The αL parameter of the model is energy independent: its values at different energies can be
fitted with a constant, 1.959 ± 0.002.
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The energy dependence of the optical parameter a is shown in Fig. 2. For pp̄ and 91

ATLAS or pp̄ and TOTEM data in the energy rangy range 0.546 TeV ≤
√

s ≤ 13 TeV the 92

energy dependence of the a parameter is compatible with a quadratically logarithmic shape, 93

a(s) = p0 + p1 ln
( s

1 GeV2

)
+ p2 ln2

( s
1 GeV2

)
. (5)

For pp̄ and ATLAS data the values of the parameters in Eq. (5) are p0 = 1213 ± 604 94

mb/GeV2, p1 = −180 ± 79 mb/GeV2, and p2 = 8 ± 2 mb/GeV2 resulting a confidence 95

level of 33.22 %. For pp̄ and TOTEM data the parameter values are p0 = 1133 ± 523 96

mb/GeV2, p1 = −161 ± 69 mb/GeV2, and p2 = 7 ± 2 mb/GeV2 resulting a confidence 97

level of 82.30 %. A fit by the parametrization Eq. (5) that includes a parameter values for all 98

data – pp̄, ATLAS, and TOTEM – is statistically not acceptable since its confidence level is 99

6.06 × 10−4 %. 100
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Figure 2. The values of the optical point parameter of the SL model at different energies from half
TeV up to 13 TeV.

The energy dependence of the slope parameter b is shown in Fig. 3. For ATLAS or 101

TOTEM pp data the energy dependence of the b parameter is compatible with a linearly 102

logarithmic shape, 103

b(s) = p0 + p1 ln
( s

1 GeV2

)
, (6)

with p0 = 4 ± 1 GeV−2 and p1 = 0.88 ± 0.07 GeV−2 resulting a confidence level of 104

0.36%. This result, illustrated in Fig. 3, when taken together with the results of Figs. 1 105

and 2, suggests that ATLAS and TOTEM data in the low −t region have a consistent 106

non-exponential shape, but differ in their overall normalization. 107

The values of the b parameter for pp̄ data lie on the line given by Eq. (6) with parame- 108

ters p0 = 14 ± 6 GeV−2 and p1 = 0.2 ± 0.4 GeV−2. These values are significantly different 109

from the values of linearity for elastic pp collisions. A fit by the parametrization Eq. (5) 110

that includes b parameter values for all data – pp̄, ATLAS, and TOTEM – is statistically not 111

acceptable as it has too small a confidence level of 1.45 × 10−3 %. 112

4. Discussion 113

In this work we fitted the low-|t| elastic pp and pp̄ differential cross section in the center 114

of mass energy range 0.546 TeV ≤
√

s ≤ 13 TeV. To do this we used the SL model as defined 115
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Figure 3. The values of the slope parameter of the SL model at different energies from half TeV to 13
up TeV.

by Eq. (1). Another popular empirical parametrisation for the low-|t| non-exponential 116

differential cross section is [1,20] 117

dσ

dt
= ãe−b̃t+c̃t2

, (7)

where ã is the optical point parameter, b̃ is the slope parameter, and c̃ is the curvature 118

parameter. The tilde is to distinguish between the parameters in the SL model, Eq. (1), and 119

in the model given by Eq. (7). The effect of the quadratic term in the exponent of Eq. (7) is 120

reproduced in our model by an αL parameter value less than 2. 121

An exponential differential cross section corresponds to a Gaussian impact parameter 122

profile. The Gaussian distribution is the αL = 2 special case of the more general Lévy-α 123

stable distributions. The experimentally observed non-exponetial differential cross section 124

indicates that the impact parameter profile rather has a Lévy-α stable shape resulting the 125

SL model given by Eq. (1). Accordingly, it may be more natural to use Eq. (1) instead of 126

Eq. (7) to model the experimental data. 127

As an illustrative example, the SL model fit to the most precise TOTEM data measured 128

at
√

s = 13 TeV [24] is shown in Fig. 4 and the case with αL = 2 fixed is shown in Fig. 5. 129

The SL model with αL = 1.958 ± 0.003 describes the 13 TeV TOTEM data with CL = 89.12 % 130

while the αL = 2 fixed case fit has a confidence level of 3.6 ×10−27 %. These values are not 131

surprising if one compares the bottom panel of Fig. 4 to the bottom panel of Fig. 5. This 132

result clearly shows the need for an αL parameter value slightly but in a statistical sense 133

significantly less than 2. 134

Looking at the bottom panel of Fig. 4 one can observe some oscillations in the data. This 135

oscillation is a significant effect when only the statistical errors are considered. If systematic 136

errors are taken into account too, this oscillation effect disappeares. This conclusion is 137

clear from the confidence level of the description by the SL model that does not have an 138

oscillatory shape. 139

Let us now discuss the energy dependence of the SL model parameters. 140

According to our analysis, surprisingly, the αL parameter of the SL model is energy- 141

independent and its value is slightly but in a statistical sense significantly less than 2 142

implying a Lévy-α-stable-shaped, power-law tail feature for impact parameter profile of 143

elastic pp and pp̄ scattering. 144
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Figure 4. Fit to the low-|t| pp differential cross section data measured by TOTEM at
√

s = 13 TeV [24]
with the SL model defined by Eq. (1). The differential cross section data with the fitted model curve
as well as the values of the fit parameters and the fit statistics are shown in the top panel. The middle
panel shows the χ value contribution of the data points. The bottom panel shows the deviation of the
dσ/dt data points shifted within errors by the correlation parameters of the χ2 definition Eq. (2) from
the dσ/dt calculated from the model relative to the dσ/dt calculated from the model.

We showed in Sec. 3 that the energy dependence of the optical point parameter 145

of the SL model is compatible with a quadratically logarithmic shape, however, the a 146

parameter values determined from ATLAS and TOTEM data on pp elastic scattering 147

disagree. This discrepancy is a well-known fact and the interpretation is that the ATLAS 148

and TOTEM experiments use different methods to obtain the absolute normalization of the 149

measurements [25]. 150

In Ref. [1], we discussed that the optical point parameter is related to the α or opacity 151

parameter of the LBB model which regulates the magnitude of the real size of the elastic 152
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Figure 5. Same as Fig. 1 but with αL = 2 fixed.

scattering amplitude. Note that this opacity parameter α is not to be confused with the 153

Levy index of stability αL, where the subscript L stands for Lévy. The value of the opacity 154

parameter α is different in pp and pp̄ elastic scattering at the same energies. This implies 155

different values for pp and pp̄ optical points too. Such a conclusion is seemingly in 156

disagreement with the result of Sec. 3 that pp̄ and pp a parameter values lie in the same 157

curve. There is no real contradiction, only the precision of the measurements is too low to 158

see the difference between pp and pp̄ optical points experimentally. 159

According to our results presented in Ref. [1], the slope parameter of the SL model can 160

be written in terms of the parameters of the LBB model that have the same values in pp 161

and pp̄ elastic scattering at the same energies. This implies that slope parameters extracted 162

from pp and pp̄ data should lie in the same energy dependence curve. Such a conclusion is 163

again seemingly in disagreement with the result of Sec. 3. We saw in Sec. 3 that pp and pp̄ 164

b parameter values lie in different curves. There is no real contradiction again. The TOTEM 165
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Collaboration discussed in Ref. [26] that there is a jump in the energy dependence of the 166

slope parameter in the energy interval of 3 GeV ≲
√

s ≲ 4 GeV. This jump is seen in our 167

analysis too, preventing the lower energy pp̄ data to lie in the same curve with the higher 168

energy LHC ATLAS and TOTEM data. 169

5. Summary 170

We fitted the pp and pp̄ elastic differential cross section with a simple Lévy-α stable 171

model in the center of mass energy range 0.546 TeV ≤
√

s ≤ 13 TeV and in the four- 172

momentum transfer range 0.02 GeV2 ≤ −t ≤ 0.15 GeV2. We determined the energy 173

dependence of the three parameters of the model. The Lévy index of stability, αL(s) results 174

are consistent with an energy independent, constant value, that is slightly but significantly 175

smaller than 2. The energy dependence of the optical point parameter is the same for pp and 176

pp̄ processes and has a quadratically logarithmic shape, however, because of normalization 177

differences, TOTEM and ATLAS optical point data are not the same within experimental 178

errors and thus they can be fitted separately from one another but both can be fitted together 179

with pp̄ data. In our Lévy analysis the we observe the "jumping" behavior in the energy 180

dependence of the Lévy slope parameter b(s) in the energy interval of 3 GeV ≲
√

s ≲ 4 GeV 181

as discussed by TOTEM in Ref. [26]. We also find that TOTEM and ATLAS slope parameter 182

data can be fitted together with a linearly logarithmic shape indicating that TOTEM and 183

ATLAS data different only in their normalization, but their shape is consistent. Similar 184

conclusions were drawn in Ref. [27] concerning the TOTEM-ATLAS discrepancy at 13 TeV. 185
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